
Rules at the Finish Line 

During club racing on Sunday 16-01-22, there were some questions about finishing a race, 

one of which I gave the wrong answer to in the set up used in RC Racing. The Following are 

my interpretation of World Sailing’s Racing rules of sailing including Appendix E Radio 

Sailing Racing Rules. Please feel free to challenge/question my interpretation. 

 

Question 1. 

Does the 4 boat length zone apply at the finish? At the time my answer was No as finishing 

marks are treated as obstructions! This is not entirely correct, Finish Marks are racing marks 

and such are no different than any other mark of the course, except when they are an 

obstruction, being either a committee boat or a mark attached to a continuing obstruction, 

a pole on the bank. In Radio sailing we do not use committee boats, usually two marks and 

occasionally use a finish pole on the bank and a mark to define the finish line.  

So to answer the Question I believe yes ‘Mark Room’ applies at the finish as long as the 

requirements of gaining ‘Mark Room’ are met. 

Question 2. 

The second question is related to Q1. Can a boat be pushed out side of the finish mark by 

the boat to leeward?  

The answer to this one is both yes and no and depends on the ‘mark Room’ situation. 

Question 3, 4 & 5 

When has a bot finished and no longer racing?  Does a contact between two boats in the 

finish area or a boat and the finish mark, require a penalty? How should the penalty be 

cleared? 

The following is the basis of my interpretation and I have shown some examples. 

 

We first need to read the Definitions 

Clear Astern and Clear Ahead; Overlap One boat is clear astern of another 

when her hull and equipment in normal position are behind a line abeam 

from the aftermost point of the other boat’s hull and equipment in normal 

position. The other boat is clear ahead. They overlap when neither is 

clear astern. However,they also overlap when a boat between them overlaps 

both. These terms always apply to boats on the same tack. They apply to 

boats on opposite tacks only when rule 18 applies between them or when 

both boats are sailing more than ninety degrees from the true wind. 



Finish A boat finishes when, after starting, any part of her hull crosses 

the finishing line from the course side. However, she has not finished if 

after crossing the finishing line she 

(a) takes a penalty under rule 44.2, 

(b) corrects an error in sailing the course made at the line, or 

(c) continues to sail the course. 

Keep Clear A boat keeps clear of a right-of-way boat (a) if the right-of-

way boat can sail her course with no need to take avoiding action and,(b) 

when the boats are overlapped, if the right-of-way boat can also change 

course in both directions without immediately making contact. 

Mark An object the sailing instructions require a boat to leave on a 

specified side, a race committee vessel surrounded by navigable water from 

which the starting or finishing line extends, and an object intentionally 

attached to the object or vessel. However, an anchor line is not part of 

the mark. 

Mark-Room Room for a boat to leave a mark on the required side. Also,(a) 

room to sail to the mark when her proper course is to sail close to it, 

and (b) room to round or pass the mark as necessary to sail the course 

without touching the mark. However, mark-room for a boat does not include 

room to tack unless she is overlapped inside and to windward of the boat 

required to give mark-room and she would be fetching the mark after her 

tack. 

Obstruction An object that a boat could not pass without changing course 

substantially, if she were sailing directly towards it and one of her hull 

lengths from it. An object that can be safely passed on only one side and 

an object, area or line so designated by the sailing instructions are also 

obstructions. However, a boat racing is not an obstruction to other boats 

unless they are required to keep clear of her or, if rule 22 applies, 

avoid her. A vessel under way, including a boat racing, is never a 

continuing obstruction. 

Proper Course A course a boat would choose in order to sail the course and 

finish as soon as possible in the absence of the other boats referred to 

in the rule using the term. A boat has no proper course before her 

starting signal. 



Racing A boat is racing from her preparatory signal until she finishes and 

clears the finishing line and marks or retires, or until the race 

committee signals a general recall, postponement or abandonment. 

 

Sail the Course A boat sails the course provided that a string 

representing her track from the time she begins to approach the starting 

line from its prestart side to start until she finishes, when drawn taut, 

(a) passes each mark of the course for the race on the required side and 

in the correct order,  

(b) touches each mark designated in the sailing instructions to be a 

rounding mark, and 

(c) passes between the marks of a gate from the direction of the course 

from the previous mark. 

 

Having read and digested these definitions we can look at the questions with respect to the rules.  

Q1/Q2. The definition of ‘Finish’ and ‘Sail the Coarse’ define the finish line as between marks of the course. 

This brings Section C of the rules into play especially rules 18.1, 18.2 and 18.3. 

If we look at example 1 

 

This defines the Finish line showing how the 4 boat length zone is define 



 

In this case two boat are approaching the finish, at 4 boat lengths Blue is overlapped on Red 

and is entitled to ‘Mark Room’ whether the overlap is broken before the mark or not. They 

continue to the finish with red pushing high to the left hand mark. 

 

 

If red Continues this course he denies the right of mark room to blue whom will not be able 

to finish without taking action to keep clear of both Red and the Mark. Red is required to 

take a 360deg. Penalty prior to finishing. 

 

 

 



Example 2 

 

 

This also applies if the boats are on different courses to the finish, Blue is overlapped as Red 

reaches the zone, Red cannot push Blue outside of the Finishing Mark and must allow Blue 

Mark Room to Finish.  

 

 

Again if Red had an overlap at the 4BL Zone Blue must allow Red Mark Room. However if 

Red cannot Fetch the mark without tacking and Blue can fetch the Mark Room no longer 

exists. 



Example 3 

 

Red is clear ahead at the 4BL zone and therefore has right of way, Blue has no right to mark 

room, both boats are on starboard tack and cannot fetch the Finish without Tacking. 

 

Approaching the leeward finish mark both boats will need to tack to fetch the finish. Note Blue Is now 

overlapped on the outside of Red.  



 

Having both tacked overlap has been retain, however Red had no obligation to give Mark 

room to Blue and now both having tacked within the Zone the only rules coming into play is  

When boats are on the same tack and overlapped, a windward boat shall keep clear of a 

leeward boat. 

 

 

Therefore Red does is not required to allow Blue room to finish!(Mark Room). Blue should 

slow early and dip reds stern, at least Blue will finish without dropping more places. 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Questions 3,4 and 5 

The definition of ‘Finish’ states ‘A boat finishes when, after starting (see corrections), any 

part of her hull crosses the finishing line from the course side’ and the Definition of ‘Racing’ 

states ‘A boat is racing from her preparatory signal until she finishes and clears the finishing 

line and marks’.  Therefor a boat having contact with a (Finishing) Mark or another boat as 

crossing the finish line or whilst clearing the finish line, still has to comply with the rules of 

racing and penalties will have to be exonerated. Rule 44.2 ‘One-Turn and Two-Turns 

Penalties After getting well clear of other boats as soon after the incident as possible, a boat 

takes a One-Turn or Two-Turns Penalty by promptly making the required number of turns in 

the same direction, each turn including one tack and one gybe. When a boat takes the 

penalty at or near the finishing line, her hull shall be completely on the course side of the 

line before she finishes.’ Be aware of Appendix E Rule E4.3 (b)’ if the boat gained an 

advantage in the heat or race by her breach despite taking a penalty, her penalty shall be 

additional One-Turn Penalties until her advantage is lost;’ 

You should also note Rule 23.1 ‘If reasonably possible, a boat not racing shall not interfere 

with boat that is racing.’ If having finish you sail back to the start line you must keep clear 

of those racing so don’t sail back through the finish line or close to it, the resulting penalty 

may be severe! 

 

Hope this answers these questions, as I said please question and/or challenge my 

interpretation as we will all learn through that process. 

 

 

Buzz Coleman 

 


